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Introduction
Jeremy has specialised in family law for over 20 years, with an emphasis on ancillary relief and public law
children cases. He has significant experience in all aspects of family finance, including family businesses, trusts,
complex pension arrangements, and TOLATA claims.
He acts regularly for parents and children in public law cases, often involving allegations of the most serious
abuse.

Family Finance & Private Law
Jeremy has specialised in family law for over 20 years. He has significant experience in all areas of family
finance disputes, including family trusts, businesses, complex pension arrangements, and TOLATA claims.
He also represents parents in private law cases.

Public Law
Jeremy has specialised in family law for over 20 years. He has significant experience in public law children
cases, representing parents, local authorities and children.

Accreditations
'An exclusively family law practitioner with over 20 years’ experience, Jeremy Hall has a highly regarded
practice in public law children cases and financial remedy work. The majority of his instructions are on
behalf of parents but he also represents local authorities and children, often in serious cases of alleged
abuse.' Chambers and Partners 2018
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‘He is an exceptionally rounded advocate with a keen intellect and a good ability to communicate with even
the most vulnerable of clients. He always goes the extra mile and he is strong on matrimonial finance,
private and public law children matters’ Chambers & Partners 2016
‘Skilled advocate across a broad range of matters, including ancillary relief…. He has an excellent client
manner and is extremely thorough in his preparation and delivery. He is a very solid advocate. He puts his
case subtly but with the best impact.’ Chambers & Partners UK Guide to the Bar 2015
Jeremy is ranked in Chambers and Partners 2013 as a notable practitioner in Family / Matrimonial.
‘A proven performer in both finance and children cases, with strong court presence and an ability to build
an effective rapport with clients very quickly’

Selected cases
Re D (A Child) [2015] EWCA Civ 1150
Arbili v Arbili [2015] EWCA Civ 542
Re C (Secure Accommodation Order) [2015] EWFC B129
Re J & S (Children) [2014] EWFC 4
Kent CC v IS Family Division, 03 May 2013
[2013] EWHC 2308 (Fam); [2013] Fam. Law 1366
Re D (Grant of Care Order: Refusal of Freeing Order)
[2001] 1FLR 862
Re: M (A Child) [2007]
EWCA Civ 954
Re B (Children) [2012]
EWCA Civ 1933

Other information
Qualified as a family mediator in 1995
Accepts work under the Direct Public Access scheme
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